1983 Porsche 911 "G" - SC Cabrio - EU
Version - 160.000km
SC Cabrio - EU Version - 160.000km

Sold
Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox

Drive
1983
160 000 km /
99 420 mi

4

Number of doors

2

Drivetrain

Interior colour

Black

Condition

Used

Location

Manual

Number of seats

Performance

LHD

204 BHP / 207 PS
/ 153 kW

Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

White

Car type

Coupé

2wd

Description
Porsche introduced the successor to the 356 to the market in 1963. At that point, its type designation
was 901, but it was soon changed to 911. And this gave us the most iconic sports car model in
history.
There have been several generations of the 911 over the years. The first series was supplied with a
powerful 2.0 litre 6-cylinder engine and delivered around 130 hp. This would soon progress through
2.2 litres to the final 2.4 litres, delivering 190 hp in the S model.
The second generation – also known as the 'G series' – was available from the model year 1974 and
was fitted initially with a 2.7 litre engine and then a 3.0 litre engine, raising the power output to 204
hp from 1978.
The model was available in both Coupé and Targa formats, but in 1983, the 'Super Carrera' was
available for just 1 year in a full cabrio version.
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"Collection by Vermant" is delighted to be able to offer this Porsche 911 'Super Carrera' Convertible,
dating from February 1983. This is an example of the 'G model', fitted with its powerful 'matching
numbers' 3.0 litre 6-cylinder engine, developing 204 hp. The transmission is assured by a perfectly
operating 915 type gearbox.
The car was supplied new in Italy on 4 February 1983 and is finished in 'Grand Prix White' with a
black leather interior.
The SC was also fitted with a number of options including tinted windows and a stronger battery.
A couple of years ago a tripmaster was installed.
This 911 Cabrio has only been driven 160,00 proven kilometres and the car is still in a very good and
correct condition.
The car has also recently undergone a major overhaul in our own workshop, so that this special 911
is all set for carefree driving pleasure.
More information and pictures: www.collectionbyvermant.be
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